Strategies
Based on previous research work, our strategies are:
• Extract network with error control through False Discovery Rate (FDR) • Extract network with edge strength control through Minimum Acceptable Strength (MAS) • Use geodesics as inter-gene distance in the network
Related Work
• Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) : FDR control methodology
• Zhu et al. (2005) , Schafer et al. (2005) : network construction with error control.
• Zhou et al. (2002) : Use geodesics as inter-gene distance.
• Eisen et al. (1998) : Traditional hierarchical clustering.
• Ma et al. (2004): Metabolic network decomposition.
Network constrained clustering -An overview
Network constrained clustering differs from the traditional clustering in at least two aspects:
• It uses only Giant Connected Component (GCC) selected genes
• It uses geodesics as inter-gene distance Underlying network models and distance matrices for traditional clustering (a)(b) and network constrained clustering (c)(d).
Network constrained clustering -In detail
• 
at FDR level α. Γ is the correlation parameter, and g i , g j represents any gene pair. • Extract Giant Connected Component (GCC) from network
• Calculate distance matrix of GCC selected genes as follows:
Effect of the GCC selection
Galactose utilization data: 997 top differentially expressed genes are selected for clustering. We compared three clusterings:
• Traditional clustering using 997 genes
• Traditional clustering using GCC selected 772 genes.
• Network constrained clustering using GCC selected 772 genes. 
